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Eugene D. Cohen
326 West Granada Road
Phoenix, AZ 85003

Dear Mr. Cohen,

A belated happy new year to you! I am writing to provide an update on Sara Johnson’s Hart
Fellowship with the Unidad de Capacitación e Jnvestigación Educativa para la Participación
(UCIEP) in Mexico.

During a recent trip to Mexico City, I had the chance to visit UCIEP’s main office and spend some time with Sara and her coworkers. The timing was ideal, as UCIEP ‘s entire staff was in Mexico City for a series of training workshops and planning sessions. I learned more about UCIEP’s programs and projects and received considerable informational material(s), some of which I have included for your perusal.

>From my visit to Mexico, it seems Sara is fitting in wonderfully at UCIEP. The staff was extremely complimentary about her work and expressed how much they enjoy collaborating with her. Patricia Pimentel, UCIEP’s Executive Director, is thrilled with the contributions Sara has made (and continues to make) to the organization. Patricia considers Sara an important addition to UCIEP’s staff.

To provide you more insight into Sara’s fellowship experience, I have enclosed her first piece of documentary writing. There are two copies of the documentary writing: one with the Hart Fellows Program’s comments and feedback and the other without. Documentary writing is an important component of the Hart Fellows Program, and serves as a vehicle through which the fellows reflect upon their experiences and articulate them as if they were writing for a wider audience.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like further information regarding Sara’s fellowship or documentary writing. I look forward to being in touch again in the near future.

Sincerely,



Meg Hendrickson, Program Coordinator
Hart Fellows Program
(919) 613-7406
hendrick(ã~pps.duke.edu
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El Otro Lado

Last Tuesday, my day began on a park bench on the edge of the main plaza in Juxtlahuaca, Oaxaca, waiting for a ride in a caged in pickup truck. Several trucks lined the adjacent street — but none were destined for Peña Prieta, a rural community a little more than an hour away. I knew because I asked several people. With a few more trips I should be able to tell, along with the other women hauling their purchases from the market in woven tenates hanging from their foreheads, which of these cam ionetas can take me where I need to go.

I meet new people daily through my work with UCIEP, a small Mexican NGO that promotes the participation and organization of women and children to achieve sustainable development in rural, indigenous communities. Almost everyone I meet tells me about a friend or family member working en el otro lado. The other side.

“Where are you from? Why are you here? Do you eat picante? Don’t you miss your family?” they ask. The questions are invariably the same. I play with different answers. We figure out how far my “pueblo,” Scottsdale, is from Fresno or Livingston or Washington State. They compliment my Spanish and blue eyes. I rave about the welcoming people and regional food — of course I eat picante. Theyjoke about me finding a Mexican man, marrying, and never going back. We laugh.

In the process of looking for a ride I meet Olivia, who is waiting nearby with her mother and daughter. Her cam ioneta hasn’t arrived yet either. She knows where Arizona is, she says, because her cousin tried to cross there and was never seen again. She asks if there is a place where they hold people encuestrados — trapped between two worlds, prohibited from living or
working in the U.S., but not allowed to return to their families in Mexico. I say that I hope not. That I have never heard of such a thing. That the desert in Arizona is very dangerous to cross because of the heat and lack of water. “But they never found his body,” she says. Both of us pause reflectively, wanting to believe better of our fellow human beings. I feel doubtful.

Olivia has two sons working illegally in California, ages seventeen and nineteen. They send her money monthly, and their earnings have allowed them to buy the family a truck. Unfortunately, the truck sits unused in Olivia’s pueblo when her sons are not there, because no one ever taught her how to drive. She wants to know if my mother worries for me like she worries for her sons.

Suddenly one of the several people I consulted about the destinations of the scattered camionetas waves me down and tells me that the truck passing by might be able to take me where I need to go. I say a hurried goodbye to Olivia and run with my backpack and bag of materials to talk with the driver. San Mateo Tunuchi is close enough to Peña Prieta for a drop off at the regular price, about $1 .3OUS. I climb in back and grab onto the cage. The passenger closest to the front thumps the body so the driver knows that we are all ready to go.

The truck is relatively empty — I am riding with two middle-aged men and a teenaged boy. We stop at the Pemex for gas. I start The Conversation over with one of the men. Antolin just got back from doing farm work in the U.S. two months ago, and will likely return soon. He has been going back and forth for a long time, he says. The back and forth seems uninteresting to him. We begin to talk about my work with UCIEP, and Antolin jokes about the fact that I have come to Mexico to work when so many more are headed the other way. Juan Carlos, the teenaged boy, starts asking about my coworkers Imelda and Centolia. He knows UCIEP because he lives with his mom in Tecomaxtlahuaca, a neighboring town, where a group of women has
developed a proposal for the installation of drainage in their neighborhood. He’s headed to work with his father on their farm just outside of Pefla Pri eta.

One by one we reach our destinations and climb down from the back of the truck, covered in substantial layer of dust from the bumpy dirt road. I am last, and the driver drops me off right outside the small store run by a group of seven women organized by UCIEP. Cristina Cruz, the 20-year-old treasurer, greets me with a smile and a chair. After some small talk we go upstairs to the space built for UCIEP ‘s projects with children around literacy and children’s rights to review the monthly accounting of the store.

Our conversation strays to Cristina’s four-year-old son, Isaias, who has a sickness that is yet to be diagnosed. Chubby and weak, periodic episodes leave Isaias unable to walk without falling. Unaware of his precarious movement, those around him need to be constantly vigilant to keep him from hurting himself. Cristina has taken Isaias to the free clinic in Juxtlahuaca, but the doctors have not been able to find the cause of his weakness. They have prescribed medication, but that part is not free. The money comes from Cristina’s husband Arturo, who is doing farmwork in Washington and sends $500 monthly.

Cristina says she is tempted to leave her two-year-old daughter, Ana Luz, with her mother Julia so she and Isaias can join Arturo. “It’s hard,” she says. “I know it would be difficult to cross with Isaias, but I’ve heard the doctors on the other side are better.” I try to explain gently that good health care doesn’t mean much for those without the legal status or money to enjoy it.

Around three o’clock, Cristina invites me to the house she shares with her mother, father, younger siblings, and children for corn ida, the main meal of the day. Doña Julia warms the totopos, or crispy tortillas, on the wood-burning stove, and serves them to me with black beans.
As I wait I soak in the dirt floor, the three beds against the wall, the scattered dishes, the met ate where Julia and Cristina grind corn for tortillas or chiles for mole, a traditional sauce for special occasions.

Later that night, after my work with Cristina is done, I watch Julia pluck and gut a chicken. UCIEP bought the chickens and the partners of the store are contributing their corn, mole, and labor for the 150 tamales to be consumed at the end of the year workshops and celebration scheduled for the following day. The intestines fall on the floor not far from where Isaias is playing. “Where are you going to spend Christmas?” Julia asks, ready to invite me back to her home. I tell her I am going to Arizona to be with my family, even though I am tempted to lie. Regardless of ethics of honesty, I think, there’s not much point to hiding my privilege here. Everyone here knows what it is like on the other side. Even though I feel guilty I sense that she doesn’t hold my trip home against me.

We continue to talk about Arizona. Julia and Cristina are both curious about coyotes, because coyote hair and blood are both used in the traditional remedies that they have been advised to prepare for Isaias. While I bounce Ana Luz and Julia burns the last feathers off the chicken, Cristina pours dried coyote blood and a few drops of water over hot coals from the stove. Steam rises and she swings sleeping Isaias over the vapor. Julia mistakes one of my responses about the coyotes in Arizona to mean that my family has a coyote as a pet. She wants me to clip some hairs from its forehead while I am home, which she demonstrates by using two fingers as scissors. I backtrack and say that the coyotes are only found in the wild, that no one keeps them as pets. “The animals we have at my house,” I say, “are a goat, a pig, some chickens, and three dogs.”
Julia’s face shows more understanding. “Like here,” she says. I don’t contradict her this time. Suburban Scottsdale is worlds away from Peña Prieta, and my mom’s penchant for unusual pets has little to do with the animals that the families here raise to put food on the table. The chicken we eat comes from plastic and styrofoam packages; my mom’s pet chickens will most likely die of old age. Images from home surface, and they are far from Julia’s imagining of my other life. I search again for the words that will bring her picture closer to mine. They don’t come. It’s getting late. Cristina reclaims Ana Luz and shows me to my bed, where characters from both sides of the border compete for attention in my conflicted head.

